Spintronics: Overview on Spin Based Electronics and Its Potential Applications
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Abstract: Spintronics is a branch of electronics that utilizes the spin of an electron to carry information. Spin is a quantum phenomenon and attracted researchers because it is an ideal way for representing logic “0” and “1” (used in electronics) with spin pointing “up” or “down” with respect to a magnetic field. Therefore, spin imparts itself into a new kind of binary logic of "one" and "zero". These characteristics open a new possibility of spintronics application in various fields such as magnetic storage technology and quantum computers. Spintronics is an emerging field for next-generation nanoelectronic devices to minimize their power consumption (which is the major issue in future microelectronics technology) and increase memory capabilities. This article briefly introduces the fundamentals of spintronics, progress in spintronics and its applications; it also features the current trend and challenging goal in this area.
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1. Introduction

Spintronics (or spin electronics) is an expanding field, and as the name suggests, it exploits the spin properties of an electron in extension to charge degree of freedom. Our present-day electronics almost rely exclusively on a charge of electrons; the questions then arise "why we need spintronics?". In 1965 Gorden Moore explained how the number of components could be crammed into an integrated circuit double every year, also known as Moore's law [1]. However, Moore's law has limitations [2]; the transistor and other electronic components have reached nano-scale dimensions. Further reducing the size would lead to sweltering heat, making the circuit inoperable. Also, at the nano-scale dimension, the quantum effect comes into play; thus cannot reduce the size of the transistor or other components beyond the limit. Hence, the urge for further research considered spintronics with an immense potential to provide high speed, low power, and high-density logic and electronic memory devices.

Spintronics exploits both the intrinsic spin of an electron and its associated magnetic moment (that makes the electron act like a tiny magnet) in addition to its fundamental electronic charge [3-5]. Moreover, by utilizing the intrinsic magnetic moment of electrons, which arises from its angular momentum or “spin”, spintronic devices are produced with smaller size and more versatile characteristics than traditional electronics devices [6, 7]. The exclusive property of spin is its coherence or relaxation time. Spin relaxation is a property in which spin tends to stay in its state for a long time, unlike charge, which can easily change its state by scattering or collision with impurities or other charges. This property expands spintronics application from non-volatile magnetic memories (MRAM) to Tera-Hertz devices and recently accomplish as a quantum bit in a computer as quantum computers [8-11]. However, there is an important challenge in spintronics technology to preserve coherence for a relatively long time; as longer the spin lifetime, the better and reliable the spintronic device will perform [12, 13].

2. Shift from Electronics to Spintronics Prospect Faster Data Transfer

We know the electronics depends on measuring the tiny electrical charge of electrons flowing through an electronic circuit. Thus, adding a spin degree of freedom provides new effects, new potenc, and new functionalities to electronics...
termed as spintronics. Spintronics works in the same way as traditional electronics that uses "zero" and "one" to represent information. The two spin states are used to represent the same binary data in spintronics. Information is saved into a spin as one of two possible orientations, as shown in Figure 1 (a). All spintronic devices act according to a simple scheme as shown in Figure 1 (b): information is stored (written) into spins as a particular spin orientation (up or down), the spins, being attached to mobile electrons, carry the information along a wire, and the information is read at a terminal [6]. Spintronics is faster and effective technology due to its spin being able to change quickly and over less power [14]. Thus, Spin states can be set quickly, which helps to transfer data promptly. The non-volatile memory, such as magnetic random access memories (MRAM), works on the principle of spintronics, has replaced several semiconductor-based memory technologies due to relatively low power consumption and spontaneously ON capability. Spintronics field has further developed Spin Transfer Torque (STT) based MRAM, i.e., STT-MRAM [15, 16], which uses electric current to manipulate and switch the magnetic moment. In spin-transfer torque, torque is exerted on a ferromagnetic electrode in magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ)-consist of two ferromagnetic layers separated by non-magnetic layer [17, 18]. When an electric current flows through MTJ, the STT may cause either magnetization precession in ferromagnetic (FM) layer or reversal of magnetization [19, 20].

The spin transfer torque works by transferring spin angular momentum between two non-collinear magnetic layers (Figure 2). However, STT-MRAM has the dielectric breakdown of the tunnel barrier when a large current (longitudinal) flows through the circuit and thus damage the device. To overcome this issue, one of the methods is to use materials that have high spin orbit coupling such as topological insulators [21-25] with ferromagnetic layer where lateral current is used to generate spin torque [26, 27].

3. Applications of Spintronics

Spintronics applications (Figure 3) have advanced in various fields [28-30]. Thus, instigate magnetic recording technology (1988) and benefits the spintronics progress by allowing the development of extremely sensitive nanoscale magnetic field sensors based on giant magnetoresistance (GMR) spin-valves [31, 32] and later on tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR) [33, 34]. In 2017, Samsung Electronics announced its first mass production of STTMRAM (spin-transfer torque magneto resistive random access memory) that utilizes the spin-polarized current [16, 36]. This adoption of spintronics technology by the microelectronics industry will significantly help to mature spintronics.

Nonvolatile (NV) memory (a type of computer memory that hold data even power is turned off) is a fundamental element for future high-performance microelectronics with low power consumption. Among the proposed NV memories, spintronics-based ones are particularly fascinating for applications, owing to their low voltage operation, high speed in addition to their high persistence feature [37-39]. Spintronics devices can be classified in to two categories with different writing schemes: spin-transfer torque (STT) and spin-orbit torque (SOT). The NV memories using STT have been attracted and developed most actively and are about to enter the market. On the other hand, the development of SOT is in progress [40, 41].
Another application of spintronics is in TeraHertz (THz) devices and sensors [42, 43]. Using THz spintronics devices, one could open new channel in computational speeds by combining ultrafast optics and photonics [41, 44]. THz spintronics technologies are attractive for ultrafast-computing [46]. Next are spintronic sensors with superb measuring abilities due to their small size and low cost [47, 48]. Hence, they can be used as common magnetic field sensors in electrical sensing, transmission and distribution lines monitoring vehicle detection, and bio-detection [49, 50]. Moreover, the spin of an electron can be connected to optics via photon helicity and is expected to facilitate much faster data transfer with various exciting phenomena such as spin-polarized solar battery [51] and spin-polarized solar cells. These promising new effects open up a field of exciting investigations and applications in the field of spintronics.

4. Conclusion

Spin-based electronics emerged as the most attractive branch in nanotechnology due to effective manipulation of spin degree of freedom in addition to their electronic charge used in traditional semiconductor electronics. The range of spintronics applications is widening from read-head devices to non-volatile magnetic memories to spin-transfer nano-oscillators for future application in wireless telecommunications and future cause of an individual electron spin system as a quantum bit in a quantum computer.
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